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tions regarding the legitimacy of the uses to which he too
often applied them. And yet, notwithstanding, lie was a

generous-licartcd fellow; and, under the influence of religious

principle, would, like Burns himself. have made a very noble

man.

In gradually forming my acquaintance with him, I was at

first struck b3 the circumstance that he never joined in the

clumsy ridicule with which I used to be assailed by the other

workmen. When left, too, on one occasion, in consequence
of a tacit combination against me, to roll up a large stone to

the sort of block-bench, or siege, as it is technically termed, on

which the mass had to be hewn, and as I 'as slowly succeed

ing in doing, through dint of very violent efibrt, what sone two

or three men usually united to do, Charles stepped out to assist

me; and the combination at once broke down. Unlike the

others, too, who, while they never scrupled to take odds against
me, seemed sufficiently chary of coming in contact with me

singly, he learned to seek me out in our intervals of labor,

and to converse on subjects upon which we felt a common in

terest. He was not only an excellent operative mechanic, but

possessed also of considerable architectural skill; and in this

special province we found an interchange of idea not unprofit
able. He had a turn, too, for reading, though lie was by no

means extensively read; and liked to converse about books.

Nor, though the faculty had been but little cultivated, was he

devoid of an eye for the curious in nature. On directing his

attention, one morning, to a well-marked impression of lepi
dodendron, which delicately fretted with its lozenge-shaped
net-work one of the planes of the stone before me, he began
to describe, with a minuteness of observation not common

among working men, certain strange forms which had attract
ed his notice when employed among the gray flagstones of

Forfarshire. I long after recognized in his description that

strange crustacean of the Middle Old Red Sandstone of Scot
land, the Fterygolus,-art organism which was wholly nn

known at this time to geologists, and which is but partially
known still; and I saw in 1838, on the publication, in its
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